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• Text handling commands

• Networking commands

Class content

• Commands pipelines

• Exercises



Previous class review

File Browser Terminal

copy examples files: 
Data/unix_class_files_samples.zip        Desktop/unix2



• Large data files can not be opened or loaded in most of the 
software with interface and web sites

• Compression commands are useful, since large data files 
usually are compressed for sharing or storing them 
(example: sequencing data)

• Most of the tools for biological data analysis run in a UNIX 
command-line terminal

• Data analysis on calculation servers are much faster since 
we can use more CPUs and RAM than in our PC (example: 
Boyce servers has 64 cores and 1TB RAM)

Why we need to learn these commands?



FASTA format

A sequence in FASTA format begins with a single-line description, 
followed by lines of sequence data. The description line is 
distinguished from the sequence data by a greater-than (">") symbol 
at the beginning.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

>sequence_ID1 description
ATGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGGGTAGCAGATGACGACACAGAGCGAGGATGCGCTGAGAGTA
GTGTGACGACGATGACGGAAAATCAGATGGACCCGATGACAGCATGACGATGGGACGGGA
AAGATTGGACCAGGACAGGACCAGGACCAGGACCAGGGATTAGA
>sequence_ID2 description
ATGGGGGGGACGACGATGGACACAGAGACAGAGACGACGACAGCAGACAGATTTACCTTA
GACGAGATAGGAGAGACGACAGATATATATATATAGCAGACAGACAGACATTTAGACGAG
ACGACGATAGACGATaaaaataa

sequence datadescription line

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov


@D3B4KKQ1:291:D17NUACXX:8:1101:3630:2109 1:N:0:
GACTTGCAGGCATGCAAGCTTGGCACTGGCCGTCGTTTTACAACGTCGTGACTGGGAAAACACTGGCGT
+
?@<+ADDDDFDFFI<FGE=EHGIGFFGEFIIFFBGFIDEI>D?FFFFA4;C;DC=;=ABDD;
@D3B4KKQ1:291:D17NUACXX:8:1101:3971:2092 1:N:0:
ATTGCAGAAGCGGCCCCGCATCTGCGAAGGGTTAACCGCAGGTGCAGAAGCTGGCTTTAAGTGAGAAGT
+
=BAADBA?D?FGI<@FHDB6?ADFEGGIE8@FGGII3ABBBB(;;6@CC?C3;C<99?CCCCC;:::?

FASTQ format

A FASTQ file normally uses four lines per sequence.
Line 1: begins with a '@' character, followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description.
Line 2: is the raw sequence letters.
Line 3: begins with a '+' character, is optionally followed by the same sequence identifier.
Line 4 encodes the quality values for the sequence in Line 2, and must contain the same number of 
symbols as letters in the sequence.

wikipedia

sequence datadescription line sequence quality



Tab-delimited text files

ATCG00890.1! PACid:16418828! 90.60! 117! 11! 0! 18! 134! 1! 117! 1e-71!  220
ATCG00890.1! PACid:16412855! 90.48! 147 14!! 2   41! 387! 27! 173! 1e-68!  214

ATCG00500.1! PACid:23047568! 64.88! 299! 64! 2! 220! 477! 112! 410! 5e-131!  388
ATCG00500.1! PACid:23052247! 58.88! 321! 69! 3! 220! 477! 381! 701! 3e-117!  361

ATCG00280.1! PACid:24129717! 95.99! 474! 19! 0! 1! 474! 1! 474! 0.0!      847
ATCG00280.1! PACid:24095593! 95.36! 474! 22! 0! 1! 474! 1! 474! 0.0!      840
ATCG00280.1! PACid:20871697! 94.94! 474! 24! 0! 1! 474! 1! 474! 0.0      837

scoreQuery Subject id %
length

mismatch

gaps
qstart

qend
sstart

send evalue

Tabular blast output example

Tab-delimited files are a very common format in scientific 
data. They consists in columns of text separated by tabs. 
Other files could have different delimiters.



cat sample1.fasta

prints file sample1.fasta on the screen (from unix2 directory)

cat concatenates and prints files

cat Desktop/unix2/sample1.fasta

prints file sample1.fasta on the screen (from home directory)

concatenates files sample1.fasta and sample2.fasta 
and save them in the file new_file1.fasta

cat sample1.fasta sample2.fasta > new_file.fasta

redirects output to a file



cat *fasta > all_samples.fasta

appends sample3.fasta file to new_file1.fasta

cat sample3.fasta >> new_file.fasta

concatenates all FASTA files in the current directory and saves them in 
the file all_samples.fasta

cat concatenates and prints files

redirect output to a file



head blast_sample.txt > blast10.txt

print first lines from blast_sample.txt file (10 by default)

head displays first lines of a file

head -n 5 blast_sample.txt

print first five lines from blast_sample.txt file



tail blast_sample.txt

print last 10 lines from blast_sample.txt file

tail displays the last part of a file

print last five lines from blast_sample.txt file

tail -n 5 blast_sample.txt



less blast_sample.txt

view file blast_sample.txt

less to view large files

/pattern search pattern

n find next

N find previous

q quit less

scroll through the file    

< or g go to file begining

> or G go to file end

space bar page down

b page up

less -N blast_sample.txt

view file blast_sample.txt showing line numbers

less -S blast_sample.txt

view file blast_sample.txt without wrapping long lines



grep ‘^>’ sample1.fasta

prints lines starting with a “>”, i.e., prints description lines from FASTA files

grep searches patterns in files

grep -c ‘^>’ sample1.fasta

counts lines starting with a “>”, i.e., 
it counts the number of sequences from a FASTA file

grep -c ‘^+$’ *fastq

counts lines starting and ending with a “+”, i.e., 
it counts the number of sequences from all FASTQ 
files in the current directory

search pattern at line start

search pattern at line end



grep searches patterns in files

grep -v ‘Vvin’ blast10.txt

prints all lines but the ones containing ‘Vvin’

prints lines containing ‘Vvin’ and all their case combinations

grep -i ‘Vvin’ blast10.txt



cut -f 1,2 blast10.txt

prints columns 1 and 2 from blast_sample.txt and save them in tmp.txt

cut gets columns from a 
tab-delimited file

cut -c 1-4,17-21 blast_sample.txt > tmp.txt

prints characters from 1 to 4 and from 17 to 21 for 
each line in blast_sample.txt and save them in tmp.txt



sort tmp.txt > tmp2.txt

sort lines from file tmp.txt 
and save them in tmp2.txt

sort sorts lines from a file

sort -u tmp.txt

sort lines from file tmp.txt 
and remove repeated lines

uniq tmp2.txt

removes repeated lines from tmp.txt.
Lines have to be sorted since only adjacent lines are compared



wc blast10.txt

counts lines, words and characters in blast_sample.txt

wc counts lines, words and characters

wc -l blast10.txt

counts lines in blast_sample.txt

wc -c blast10.txt

counts bytes in blast_sample.txt 
(including the line return)

wc -w blast10.txt

counts words in blast_sample.txt



paste concatenates files as columns

paste col2.txt col3.txt col1.txt

concatenates files 
by their right end 

cut -f 1 blast10.txt > col1.txt

creates a file for the columns 1, 2 and 3 respectively from blast_sample.txt

cut -f 2 blast10.txt > col2.txt

cut -f 3 blast10.txt > col3.txt

paste -d ‘,’ col2.txt col3.txt col1.txt

pastes columns with 
commas as delimiters



sed replaces a pattern

sed ‘s/A/a/g’ col1.txt

replaces all “A” characters by “a” 
in col1.txt file

It is a very complex command.
Even, there is a Tetris game programmed with sed

sed ‘s/Atha/SGN/’ col1.txt

replaces Atha by SGN in col1.txt file



Pipelines consists in concatenate several commands by using the output of 
the first command as the input of the next one. 
Two commands are connected placing the sign “|” between them.

ls | wc -l counts files in  current directory

Pipelines



Pipelines

cat *fasta | grep “^>” | sed ‘s/>//’

prints sequence description line for 
all fasta file from current directory

cut -f 1 blast_sample.txt | sort -u | wc -l

counts different query ids in a blast tabular file

cat *fasta | grep -c “^>”

counts sequences in all fasta file from current directory



awk ‘$3>80 {print $0}’ blast10.txt

prints lines from blast_sample.txt with an identity value (column 3) 
higher than 80

awk processing language

• awk is a programming language that can be used in the terminal.
• It is very powerful for file handling, however, its syntax is more complex 

that common UNIX commands

awk ‘$3>=80 {print $1”\t”$2”\t”$3}’ blast10.txt

prints columns 1, 2 and 3 from blast_sample.txt 
with an identity value  higher or equal to 80



Networking Commands

call the command with super user permissions

wget http://btiplantbioinfocourse.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/linux_commands_sheet.pdf

downloads the linux command line sheet file

 sudo apt-get install pbzip2

installs pbzip2 in your computer

scp noe@boyce:/home/noe/file.txt .

copy file.txt from your home in the server to the current directory in your computer

ssh user_name@server_adress

connects your terminal to your account in a server

http://btiplantbioinfocourse.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/bioinfo_2013_linux1.pdf
http://btiplantbioinfocourse.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/bioinfo_2013_linux1.pdf


shell script (bash) example

• All commands and programs we run in the terminal could be 
included in a text file with extension .sh

• This file will execute the commands in the order they were written, 
from top to bottom.

head of bash scripts

comment line
command or program line execution



1. Merge all fasta files, in the order sample3.fasta, sample1.fasta and sample2.fasta, and save them in a 
new file called all_samples.fasta

2. Merge all fastq files (sample1.fastq, sample2.fastq and sample3.fastq) using wildcards, and save them 
in a new file called all_samples.fastq

3. Save in a file called blast100.txt the first 100 lines from blast_sample.txt

4. Save in a file called blast200.txt the last 200 lines from blast_sample.txt

5. How many sequences are in all_samples.fasta?

6. How many sequences are in all_sample.fastq?

7. Create a file with the subject ids and their scores for the 15 first lines from blast_sample.txt

8. How many different queries ids are in blast_sample.txt?

9. How many different subjects ids are in blast_sample.txt?

10. Change all ‘|’ in blast_sample.txt by ‘_’ and save the new file in Desktop as tmp.txt.

11. Download with wget command, the “Linux command line cheat sheet” PDF from: 

http://btiplantbioinfocourse.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/linux_commands_sheet.pdf

Exercises

http://btiplantbioinfocourse.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/linux_commands_sheet.pdf
http://btiplantbioinfocourse.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/linux_commands_sheet.pdf

